Early Offense (Pistol)

BYU TRANSITION
1 sprint dribbles into a DHO with ballside wing (2)
5 follows with a ball screen for the handoff receiver = “Pistol” action
2 may:
- come off the ball screen and score
- hit 5 on the short roll
- draw & kick to 4 (shown)

On the catch, 4 goes into DHO with 3
5 moves into position for the ball screen Pistol action
3 has same options:
- score off the ball screen
- hit 5 on the short roll
- draw & kick to 2
The action repeats on each ball reversal

INSIDE BALL SCREEN OPTION
5 is moving into position to ballscreen even before he/she knows if the DHO will occur
1 may elect not to ball screen and instead use an inside ball screen from 5
1 has options:
- score off the inside ball screen
- hit 5 on the short roll
- draw and kick to 4 (shown) or 2 for the corner three

4 may then DHO with 2 (shown) or use inside ball screen from 5
The action repeats on each ball reversal
THROWBACK
1 DHOs with 2
5 ball screens for 2 (Pistol)

2 comes off the ball screen, does not score or draw & kick
5 then downscreens for 1
2 throws back to 1